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4. Order bounded linear integral operators
Let (X, A, f-l) be a (totally) a-finite measure space (i.e., f-l is a non-
negative and countably additive measure on the a-algebra A of subsets
of the non-empty set X, such that X is a finite or countable union of
sets of finite measure). By M(X, f-l), or briefly M(X), we shall denote
the set of all f-l-almost everywhere finitevalued and f-l-measurable real
functions on X, with identification of f-l-almost everywhere equal functions.
The set M(X) is a real vector space under the usual operations, and M(X)
is even a Riesz space with respect to the partial ordering defined by
saying that f <, g in M(X) means that f(x) <, g(x) holds for f-l-almost every
x E X. It is well-known that the Riesz space M(X) is Dedekind complete,
i.e., every subset of M(X) that is bounded from above has a supremum.
Some caution is necessary in handling this statement. Given the set
(ftX:exE{ex}) in M(X) such that the set is bounded from above, the
supremum f= sup t, is not necessarily the pointwise supremum of the
functions ftX(ex E {ex}). In the first place, the pointwise supremum need not
be measurable. Secondly, even if the pointwise supremum is measurable,
it need not be equal to the function f= sup t, in M(X). As an example,
take ordinary Lebesgue measure on the interval [0, 1] and, for x and ex
running through [0, 1], let ftX(x) = 0 for x#ex and ftX(x) = 1 for x =ex. Then,
since every i, is f-l-equal to the function identically zero, we have f= sup t,
identically equal to zero, but the pointwise supremum of the functions
ftx is identically equal to one.
Assume now that (X, A, f-l) and (Y, T, v) are both (totally) a-finite
measure spaces. The corresponding Riesz spaces of real measurable
functions will be denoted by M(X) and M( Y) respectively. Let T(x, y)
be a real and (f-l x v)-measurable function on the Cartesian product X x Y.
For any f E M( Y) the function T(x, y)f(y) is then (f-l x v)-measurable,
which implies that for f-l-almost every x E X the function T(x, y)f(y), as a
function of y, is v-measurable. It follows that
(1) h(x)= fy jT(x, y)f(Y)ldv(y)
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makes sense for these values of x, and the resulting function h(x) is
,u-measurable on X. All this is included in a complete formulation of
Fubini's theorem on repeated integration. Of course, it is not necessary
that the function h. assumes a finite value for ,u-almost every x E X, i.e.,
h. is not necessarily a member of M(X). The set of all IE M( Y) with the
property that the corresponding function h satisfies h « M(X) will be
called the Y-domain of T(x, y), or simply the domain of T(x, y) if there
is no danger of confusion between X and Y. Obviously, the domain of
T(x, y), written as dom (T), is an ideal in the Riesz space M( Y). It
follows that dom (T) in its own right is a Dedekind complete Riesz space.
Let I E dom (T), and let h be given by (1). It follows already from what
was observed above that for any x E X for which h(x) is finite the function g,
defined by
g(x) = Jy T(x, y) I(y) dv(y),
is finite. The ,u-measurability of g(x) follows by observing that
g(x) = Jy (T(x, y)/(y))+dv(y)- Jy (T(x, y)/(y))-dv(y)
holds for ,u-almost every x E X, and both terms on the right are ,u-measur-
able (once again by applying Fubini's theorem to the non-negative and
(,u x v)-measurable functions under the signs of integration).
If I and g have the same meaning as above, the mapping T: I ~ g is
now a linear mapping from the Riesz space dom (T) into the Riesz space
M(X). We shall say that T is a linear integral operator and, as usual with
integral operators, T(x, y) is called the kernel of T.
Denote the integral operator with kernel IT(x, y)1 by A. It is evident
that dom (A) = dom (T), and A is not only a linear mapping, but even
a positive linear mapping from dom (A) = dom (T) into M(X). Obviously,
A - T is also a positive linear mapping from dom (T) into M(X), so T
is majorized by A, i.e., T is order bounded. We summarize some of these
facts in the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. Given the (,u x v)-measurable real [unction. T(x, y), the
integral operator T, defined by
(TI)(x) = Jy T(x, y) I(y) dv(y),
is an order bounded linear mapping [rom. dom (T) into M(X). II L is any
Riesz subspace 01 dom (T), then the restriction 01 T on L is 01 course an
order bounded linear mapping [rom L into M(X).
Given the integral operator T as in the last theorem, it is a natural
question to ask what the mappings T+, T- and ITI are, and it is an obvious
conjecture that these mappings are integral operators with kernels T+(x, y),
t-i», y) and IT(x, y)! respectively. We shall prove that the conjecture
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is true. One simple remark first . The operator P with kernel T+(x, y) is
certainly a majorant of T as well as of the null operator, and hence
p ;;. sup (T , 0) = T+.
Similarly, the operator N with kernel T-(x, y) satisfies N ;;. T - , and so
the operator A with kernel IT(x , y)1 satisfies A ;;. ITI .
THEOREM 4.2. Given the integra l operator T with kernel T(x, y) as in
the preceding theorem, the linear mappings T+, T- and ITI are also integral
op erators with kernels T+( x , y) , T-(x , y) and IT(x, y)! r espectively .
PROOF. Let o,,;;;,t E dom (T) be given. Then the function
Sy IT(x , Y)lt(y) dv(y)
is non-negative, ,a-measurable and ,a-almost everywhere finite on X. The
function t will be kept fixed throughout the proof. We have to prove that
(T+ t)(x) = SY T+(x, y) tty) dv(y)
holds for ,a-almost every x E X . For this purpose, write T1(x , y) = T(x, y) tty).
Then
T1+(x , y) = T+(x, y) tty)
and
T +t= sup (Tg : O,,;;;,g ,,;;;,f) = sup (T1h : O,,;;;,h ,,;;;, e)=T1+e,
where e is the function on Y satisfying e(y ) = I for every y E Y . Hence,
we may just as well prove that
holds for ,a-almost every x E X. It follows from
that for O,,;;;,g,,;;;,e we have
for almost every x E X . Hence, if E is any ,a-measurabl e subset of X
such that the functions T 1+ e and Sy IT1(x, y)1 dv are ,u-summable over E,
and if g and h are measurable functions on Y and X respecti vely sat isfying
then
(2)
29 Indagationes
Sx(T1+e) hd,a;;. IS 1\(x, y) g(y) h(x) d(,u x v).
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Now, let s(x, y) be a (fl x v)-step function of the particular form
s(X, y) = .2:=1 anXA,,(X) XB,,(y),
with all coefficients an real, all An of finite fl-measure and all B n of finite
v-measure. Assume also that
o,;;;;s(x, y) ';;;;XE(X) e(y),
where E is the same subset of X as above. Then s(x, y) can be written as
S(X, y) = ~=1 XE,,(X) tn(y),
with E l , ... , E q disjoint subsets of E, each En of finite fl-measure, and
tn(y),;;;;e(y) for n=l, ... , q. Substituting now h(X)=XE,,(X) and g(y)=tn(y)
in (2), we obtain
for n= 1, ... , q, so by addition
(3)
At the next step, let a(x, y) be a function satisfying
O,;;;;a(x, y)';;;;XE(x)e(y),
and such that there exists a sequence (sn(x, y): n = 1, 2, ... ) of step func-
tions of the kind considered above satisfying O,;;;;sn t a on Ex Y. Any
function a(x, y) of this kind is sometimes called a a-function. It follows
from (3) by means of the theorem on dominated convergence that
(4)
Finally, let p(x, y) be any (fl x v)-measurable function satisfying
O,;;;;p(X, y)';;;;XE(x)e(y).
It is well-known from the theory of product measures that p(x, y) differs
at most on a set of (fl x v)-measure zero from the limit function of an
appropriate decreasing sequence of a-functions. Hence, we may assume
that there exists a sequence (an(x, y): n = 1, 2, ) of a-functions such that
an(x, y) {- p(x, y) holds on X x Y. For n= 1,2, , we set
an'(X, y)=min (an(x, y), XE(x)e(y)).
The functions an' are a-functions satisfying
0,;;;; an' (x, Y)';;;;XE(x)e(y)
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and an' t p. Hence, once more by the theorem on dominated convergence,
it follows from (4) that
(5)
Now, let p(x, y) = 1 at all points of Ex Y where T 1(x, y) > 0, and p(x, y) = °
everywhere else on X x Y. Then p(x, y) satisfies the conditions required
in (5), so
On the other hand, since the integral operator with kernel T 1+(x, y) is a
majorant of T1+, we have also the inverse inequality, and so there is
equality in (6). The same equality persists to hold if E is replaced by any
,u-measurable subset of E. This implies that
(7)
holds for ,u-almost every x EO E. Finally, we return to the conditions which
E had to satisfy. It was required that T 1+e and JyIT1(x, y)j djJ(y) are
,u-summable over E. Both functions, call them p and q, are members of
M+(X), and it is easy to see that there exists a sequence En t X such
that p and q are ,u-summable over each En. Indeed, let An = (x: p(x) <;n)
and B n= (x: q(x) <;n) for n = 1, 2, ... , and let (On: n= 1, 2, ... ) be a sequence
of subsets of X of finite measure such that On t X. Then
En=A n () n; () On (n= 1,2, ... )
satisfies the required conditions. Hence, (7) holds ,u-almost everywhere
on each En, and so (7) holds ,u-almost everywhere on X. This concludes
the proof that T+ is an integral operator with kernel T+(x, y). The proof
for T- is similar, and the desired result for ITI follows then by addition.
Note that the transition from an arbitrary t>°to the function e is not
merely for notational convenience, but is of essential importance where
we introduce the functions an'.
We make some additional remarks.
(i) If M(X) and M( Y) denote the complex Riesz spaces of all complex
functions that are measurable and almost everywhere finite on X and Y
respectively, and if T(x, y) is complex and (,u x jJ)-measurable on X x Y,
then the mapping T with kernel T(x, y) is an order bounded linear
transformation from dom (T) into M(X). It is proved similarly as above
that the linear modulus ITj of T is the integral transformation with
kernel IT(x, y)l.
(ii) In a recent book "Integral Operators in Spaces of Summable
Functions" by M. A. KRASNOSELSKII, P. P. ZABREIKO, E. 1. PUSTYLNIK
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and P. E. SOBOLEVSKI ([3], 1966) the following situation is considered.
Let Q be a subset of Rn of finite Lebesgue measure, and let t(x, y) be a
real Lebesgue measurable function on Q x Q such that the integral operator
T with kernel t(x, y) is norm bounded from the real space Lp(Q) into
the real space Lq(Q), where p and q are given real numbers satisfying
1 <P. q<0 00. In Theorem 4.2 the authors state that T is order bounded
if and only if T is majorized by a positive transformation To from Lp
into Ls. In the proof it is asserted that the linear modulus ITI, defined by
[T[/= sup (ITgl: -I<og<of) for 1>0,
is the integral operator with kernel lztz, y)[. Their proof, however, contains
an error. We reproduce part of the argument. For 1>0 in dom (T), we
have
In [t(x, Y)I/(Y) dy<oo
for almost every x E Q. Take such a point x, say X=Xo. Hence, for Xo
and 1 fixed, the function It(xo, Y)I/(Y) is an LLfunction of yon Q, so Fxo(g),
defined for all LOO-functions g(y) by
F xo(g) = In t(xo, y) I(Y) g(y) dy,
is a bounded linear functional on LOO(Q) with norm
IJFxo[l= In It(xo, Y)I I(Y) dy.
Also, by the definition of the norm of a bounded linear functional, we have
IJFxoll= sUPlh (lIl1";;;l I It(xo, y)/(y)h(y)dyl =SUPlu(lIl1";;;f( lI) I It(xo, y)g(y)dyl·
This shows that the pointwise supremum of the set (ITgl: Igi <of) is almost
everywhere on Q equal to In It(x, y)l/(y)dy, and the authors conclude from
this (formula 4.11 on p. 77) that
(ITI/)(x) = In [t(x, y)l/(y)dy.
The conclusion is false because, as observed earlier, the function sup (ITg[:
Igi <of) in the Riesz space Lq(Q) may be properly smaller than the pointwise
supremum. The correct conclusion would be, therefore, that
([TI/)(x) <0 In It(x, y)l/(y)dy,
which was known from the beginning.
(iii) We present an example, showing that a norm bounded linear
integral transformation from an L2-space into itself is not necessarily
order bounded from L2 into L2, although it is order bounded from L2
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into a certain larger space. To be specific, let X = Y be the set of all
integers, equipped with the count ing measure fJ, (i.e., fJ,(m) = 1 for every
point of X = Y) . Furthermore , let the kernel T(m, n) be defined on
Xx Y by
1 1T(m, n) = - . ----
1(; m+n +!
for all integers m, n.
In order that y=( ... , 'f}-l , 1]0, rn , nz, ...) be a member of domy (T), it
is necessary and sufficient that
holds for every m, and obviously this is equivalent to requiring that
where 'I indicates that the term with n= O is omitted. F or any number
p sat isfying 1< P < 00 the sequence space l» is included in dom y (T) , and
so T is an order bounded integral opera to r from Ip into M(X). For the
present purposes, we restrict our at tent ion to the case that p = 2. The
following holds.
The mapping T is a unitary transformation from the Hilbert space 12 into
itself, and T is equal to its own inverse (i .e., T2 is equal to the identity
transformation in 12) .
The proof is straightforward (we refe r to a paper by E. C. TITCHMARSH
[7]).
The mapping T , although a norm bounded linear mapping from 12 into
itself, is not an order bounded linear mapping from 12 into itself.
We briefly indicate the proof. It will be sufficient to show that the
mapping ITI with kernel IT(m , n )1 fails t o map 12 into itself. Assume,
on the contrary, that ITI maps 12 into 12. Then the inner product ([TIY, x)
exists as a finite number for all x and Y in 12 , i.e .,
holds for all x= (;n) and Y=('f}n) in 12• We set
l(nt log n )-l for n = 2, 3, . . . ,~n = ° for n= l, 0, -1, - 2, .. .
and
(Inlt log Inl)-l for n = - 2, - 3, ... ,
° for n= - 1, 0, 1,2, ....
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Then x and yare members of l2 with non-negative coordinates, and
"'00 t: ("'00 1J-(k+n») "'00 1 ("'00 t )
= L.n ~ 2 'On L.k~l k _ i = L.k ~ l k _ t L.n - 2 'Ont]-(n+k)
"'00 1 ('" 00 1) "'00 1 Joo dx
= L.k~l k - i L.n=k+2 n log2 n :;:;, L.k-l k - t k+ 2 X log2 X
"'00 1=L.k~l (k- t) log (k +2) =00,
against the assumption that (IT ly , x ) is finite.
It has been shown t hus that T is order bounded from l2 into M (X, ft )
and norm bounded from l2 into l2, bu t not order bounded from l2 into l2.
There ex ist several variant s. The results can be extended from p = 2
to arbitrary p satisfying 1<P < 00 , but the proofs bec ome more difficult.
All variant s are known under the name of the Hilbert transjorm. We still
observe it can be shown that t he mapping T correspond ing to the kernel
T (m, n ) is norm bounded from 11 in to i» for any p > 1. H ence, by Theorem
2.3, T is order bounded from l1 into t»,
(iv) It was shown in the proof of Theorem 4.2 that for 0<.1 E dom (T)
we have
(8) I y T +(x , y ) j(y) dv(y) = sUPO~"~ f Jy T(x , y ) h(y) dv(y) ,
where t he supremum is to be understood not as a po int wise supremum ,
but as a supremum in the space M(X) . Now, let O<.g E M(X) be such
that
ff x xr T +(x, y)g(x)j(y)d(ft x v) < 00.
One might believe that (8) implies
(9)
ffxx y T'r!», y )g(x) j(y) d(ft x v)=
= sUPO ~"~f. O~k~u ff x x y T(x , y) k(x ) h(y) d(ft x v).
This is not true, however , as the following example shows. Let X = Y = [0,1]
with Lebesgue measure, let
( 1 for O<.y<. I- x,~P(x , y) = 1- 1( for I ;;;.y> I-x,
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and let I(y) =g(x) = 1 for all y and x. It is obvious then that the left hand
side of (9) is
S~ S~ T+(x, y) dxdy = i·
In order to determine the right hand side of (9) we first state the following
simple lemma, the proof of which we leave to the reader.
On the interval [0, 1], let q(x) be non-increasing and let k(x) satisly
O<;k(x)<;l with S~k(x)dx=iX. Then, writing k1(x)=1 lor O<;X<;iX and
k1(x)=0 lor iX<X<; 1, we have
S~ q(x) k(x) dx <; S~ q(x) k1(x) dx = S~ q(x) dx.
Now, let O<;h(y)<;l and O<;k(x)<;l on [0,1] with S~h(y)dY=f3 and
S~ k(x) dx =iX. Then, since
q(x) = S~ T(x, y) h(y) dy
is a non-increasing function of x, the lemma shows that
S~ S~ T(x, y) k(x) h(y) dxdy <; S~ S~ T(x, y) k1(x) h(y) dxdy.
Applying the lemma once more, we obtain
S~ S~ T(x, y)k1(x)h(y)dxdy<; S~ S~ T(x, y)k1(x)h1(y)dxdy=
= S~ S~ T(x, y) dxdy.
It is easy to see that
maxO";; ,, ";; l, O";; II";; l S~ S~ T(x, y)dxdy=l;
the maximum is attained for iX=f3=l Hence, the right hand side of (9)
is t. As shown above, the left hand side of (9) is i.
(v) Given the subset D of the Riesz space L, the set Dd of all elements
g satisfying g .L I for all lED is called the disjoint complement of D.
In an (Archimedean) Riesz space the subset D is sometimes said to be
order dense if Dd consists only of the null element. In the case of the integral
operator T the set domj- (T) is order dense in M( Y), therefore, if and
only if the only function disjoint to all functions in domj- (T) is the null
function. This is equivalent to saying that any subset E of Y of positive
v-measure contains a subset F such that O<v(F)<oo and XF E domy (T),
where XF denotes the characteristic function of F.
We can interchange the roles of X and Y. Thus, domx (T) is the set
of all I E M(X) such that
h(y) = Sx [T(x, y) l(x)1dp,(x) E M( Y),
and the mapping 1-+g, defined by
g(y) = Sx T(x, y) I(x) dp,(x),
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is an order bounded linear mapping from domj- (T) into M( Y). The
following theorem holds.
THEOREM 4.3. The set domj- (T) is order dense in M(X) if and only if
domy (T) is order dense in M( Y).
PROOF. We briefly indicate a (purely measure theore t ic) proof. First
of all , we need a so-called exhaustion lemma, for the proof of which we
refer to ([9], Theorem 67.3).
L et (P) be some property which any v-measurable subset of Y does or does
not possess, where it is understood that (P) is a property of the equivalence
classes modulo sets of measure zero rather than of the individual sets. A ssume,
furthermore, that
(i) if E1 and Ez are subsets of Y possessing (P) , then E 1 U Ez possesses (P),
(ii) if E possesses (P), then any m easurable subset of E possesses (P),
(iii) any set of positive measure has a subset of positive measure possessing (P).
Then there exists a sequence (Yn : n= 1,2, ... ) of measurable sets of finite
measure such that Y n t Y, and every Yn has the property (P).
Assuming now that domy (T) is order den se in M( Y) , it follows easily
that there exists a sequence Yn t Y such that v( Yn) < 00 and XY"E domj- (T)
for n= 1,2, .. , . Indeed, let us say that the v-measurable subset E of Y
has property (P) whenever XE E domy (T). Evidently, the property (P)
satisfies the conditions in the exhaustion lemma, so the existence of the
sequence (Yn: n = 1, 2, .. .) with the desired properties follows .
We need another measure theoretic lemma, as follows .
L et (X, A , p,) be a a-finite measure space, and let ts«.n= 1,2, .. .) be a
sequence of functions in M+(X). Then there exist strictly positive coefficients
(an: n= 1,2, ... ) such that
For the proof, assume first that p,(X) < 00. Then , for n fixed , the sets
Enk=(x: gn(x):>k) satisfy p,(Enk) ,j, 0 as k -+ 00. We determine k=k(n)
such that
and we set an = (2n. k(n))-l . Then an gn(x) <: 2-n holds for all x in the
complement of En.k(n), so
holds, except on a set of measure at most 2-no.
Given 8> 0, we now determine the natural number no such that 2-no< 8.
Then
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where rno(x) <:2- no < e holds for all x, except on a set of measure at most
2- no «:e, and where sno(x), being a finite sum of functions in M+(X), is
itself a function in M+(X). It follows that the set (x: s(x)= -j co is of
measure less than e. This holds for every e>O, so (x:s(x)= +ex:» is of
measure zero. In other words, we have s E M+(X).
Now assume p,(X) = oo, and let X = U~ Dn with all Dn mutually
disjoint and of finite measure. We write
where all coefficients en are strictly positive and such that Sx qJ(x)dp, < oo.
Then, setting
for every p,-measurable set E, it is evident that p,l is a finite measure
in X (i.e., p,l(X) < oo such that any subset E of X is p,l-measurable if
and only if E is p,-measurable. Furthermore, sets of p,l-measure zero are
the same as sets of p,-measure zero. Hence, we have M+(X, p,l) = M+(X, p,).
It follows that. gnEM+(X, p,l) holds for n= 1,2, ... , so in view of what
we proved already there exist strictly positive coefficients (an: n = 1, 2, ... )
such that
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
We return to the integral operator T. It will be sufficient to prove that
order denseness of domy (T) implies order denseness of domj- (T). In view
of the order denseness of domy (T) there exists a sequence Y n t Y such
that v(Yn) < ex:> and Xy" E domy (T) for n=l, 2, .... Writing D1= Y1 and
Dn= Yn- Yn 1 for n=2, 3, ... , we have XD" E domy (T) for all n. It
follows that
gn(x) = fy IT(x, y)1 XD,,(y)dv(y) E M+(X)
for n = 1, 2, ... , and so, by the last lemma, there exist strictly positive
coefficients (an: n = 1, 2, ... ) such that
(10) s(x)= L~ angn(x) E M+(X).
Writing t(y) =.L~ anXD,,(y), it is evident that t E M+( Y) and t(y) > 0 for
every y E Y. Furthermore, we have
(11) s(x) = Sy IT(x, y)1 t(y) dv(y).
Now, let qJ E M+(X) be an auxiliary function satisfying qJ(x) > 0 for all
x E X and SqJ(x)dp,<ex:>. We set
lqJ(x)/s(x) for s(x) > 0,j(x)= 1 for s(x) = o.
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Then jEl1f+(X), and j( x»O except at the points x where s(x) = +00.
This shows that 0 < j (x )< 00 holds ,u-almost everywhere on X. Further-
more, we have
I j( x) s(x )d,u <, I rp(x) d,u < 00,
so
Jf 1 ~[I (x , y) 1 j( x) tty) d(,u X I' ) < 00.
By Fubini 's theorem this implies that
Ix 11'(;1', y)1 j( x) tty) d,u(x) E .1l1+(Y),
so in view of tty) > 0 for every y E Y it follows that
Jx I~[!(x, y)1 j(x)d,u(x) E M+( Y).
This shows that j E domj- (1'). But j(x) > 0 holds for ,a-almost every x EX,
and so domj- (1') is order dense in l1f(X). This completes the proof.
Properties of integral operators of the same kind as considered here
were also investigated by A. ARONSZAJN and P. SZEPTYCKI [I]. Our
t heorem that domx (1') is order dense in .1l{(X ) if and only if domy (1')
is order dense in .ill(Y ) corresp onds to their theorem (Proposition 4.2)
t hat 1'( x , y) is non-sin gular if and only if 1'(y, x ) is non-singular. Our
proof is purely measure theoretic; their proof uses the fact that if rp E M +(Y)
is chosen such that rp(y ) > 0 for all y and Jy tpd» = I , and if
-J Ij(y)j . ,(jy(f)- y 1+lj(y)1 f{'(y)dl (y)
for j EM(Y), then (!y(f-g) is a distance function in M(Y) with respect
to which M(Y) is an P-space (in the terminology of S. Banach). Similarly,
M(X) has a metric generated by a function ex. Furthermore, if on domy (1')
we define (jT by
then domj- (1') is an P-space with respect to the metric generated by (jT
(so , in particular, dorny (1') is a complete metric space with respect to
th is metric) . The proof of completeness corresponds with the part in our
proof (near the formulas (10) and (11)) where the functions s(x) and tty)
are introduced, and where it is shown that s= 1'lt.
Since in the paper by Aronszajn and Szeptycki the Riesz space aspects
are not mentioned, the paper has no proof that the operator sup (1', -1')
has the kernel 11'(x , y) l.
Oalifornia Institut e of Technology,
University of L eiden,
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